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Information for Students
Instructions
Make sure you answer all questions in the answer spaces on this paper unless your teacher tells you otherwise.
You can plan your answer(s) in this paper. Any planning outside of a specific planning space should be crossed through.
The planning will not be marked.
You may use additional paper if required but you must clearly show your name and question number(s).

Guidance
The marks for a question are provided in brackets.
The total mark for this paper is 8.
The total number of marks may take into account either/or choices.
Read each question carefully before starting your answer.
Remember to write clearly, using good English.
Allow time to check your work.
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1(a) The First Men in the Moon
This is an adapted extract from The First Men in the Moon by HG Wells, published in 1901. In this science fiction
novel, Dr. Cavor, a scientist, builds a space ship with a spherical shape. He and Bedford, a business man, set off
on an expedition to the moon. Dr. Cavor is motivated by scientific interest, while Bedford is motivated by the
potential for making money.
Here, they are travelling in their spaceship, getting close to the moon before eventually landing. Bedford is telling
the story.
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One day Cavor suddenly opened six of our shutters and blinded me so that I cried
aloud at him. The whole area was moon, a stupendous scimitar1 of white with its
edge hacked out by notches of darkness, out of which peaks and pinnacles came
climbing. I take it the reader has seen pictures or photographs of the moon, so that
I need not describe the broader features of that landscape, those spacious ringlike
ranges vaster than any terrestrial mountains, their summits shining in the day,
their shadows harsh and deep; the grey disordered plains, the ridges, hills and
craterlets. We were flying scarcely a hundred miles above its crests and pinnacles.
And now we could see, what no human eye had ever seen before, the harsh
outlines of the rocks and ravines of the plains and crater floor, grey and indistinct
under a thickening haze.
But little time we had for watching then. For now we had come to the real danger of
our journey. We had to drop ever closer to the moon as we spun about it, to
slacken our pace and watch our chance until at last we could dare to drop upon its
surface.
For Cavor that was a time of intense exertion; for me it was an anxious inactivity. I
seemed perpetually to be getting out of his way. He leapt about the sphere from
point to point with an agility that would have been impossible on earth. He was
perpetually opening and closing the windows, making calculations, consulting his
chronometer2 by means of the glow lamp during those last eventful hours. For a
long time we had all our windows closed, and hung silently in darkness, hurtling
through space.
Then he was feeling for the shutter studs, and suddenly four windows were open. I
staggered and covered my eyes, scorched and blinded by the unaccustomed
splendour of the sun beneath my feet. Then again the shutters snapped, leaving my
brain spinning in a darkness that pressed against the eyes. And after that I floated
in another vast black silence.
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Then Cavor switched on the electric light, and told me he proposed to bind all our
luggage together with blankets about it, against the concussion3 of our descent.
That too was a strange business; we two men floating loose in that spherical space
and packing and pulling ropes. Imagine it if you can! No up nor down and every
effort resulting in unexpected movements. Now the star of the electric light would
be overhead, now underfoot. Now Cavor’s feet would float up before my eyes, and
now we would be crosswise to each other. But at last our goods were safely bound
together in a big soft bale, all except two blankets with head holes that we were to
wrap about ourselves.
1

scimitar – a short sword with a curved blade

2

chronometer – very accurate scientific clock

3

concussion – violent shock from the impact

Look at paragraph 1, from ‘One day … ’ to ‘ … thickening haze.’
Give one quotation from these lines that shows Bedford assumes everyone knows what the moon looks like.

Give one quotation from these lines that shows Bedford thinks they are the first people to see the moon close
up.

[1]
(b) Look at lines 12 to 15, from ‘But … ’ to ‘ … surface.’
What is the ‘real danger’ (line 12) of their journey?

[1]
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(c) Look at lines 16 to 22, from ‘For Cavor … ’ to ‘ … through space.’
Explain in your own words the difference between Cavor and Bedford in these lines.
Cavor is:

[1]
whereas Bedford is:

[1]

(d) Look at lines 28 to 36, from ‘Then Cavor … ’ to ‘ … about ourselves.’
List four reasons why it was difficult for Bedford and Cavor to wrap their luggage in blankets.
Reason 1:

[1]
Reason 2:

[1]
Reason 3:

[1]
Reason 4:

[1]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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Mark Scheme
Question
1

a

Answer/Indicative content

Marks
1

Award 1 mark for a correct quotation for i) and ii).
Credit either of the following:
– ‘I take it the reader has seen pictures or photographs of the moon’
– ‘I need not describe the broader features of that landscape’.
Credit:
‘(what) no human eye had ever seen before’.
Accept:
‘I need not describe’ on its own for i)
quotations without quotation marks
longer quotations provided the correct answer is included, but not extended lifts from the
extract.

b

1

Award 1 mark for:
landing on the moon/dropping on to (the surface of) the moon.
Accept quotations, paraphrases or explanations.

c

2

Award 1 mark for the idea that Cavor is:
purposeful/focused/active/busy/energetic/working hard/knows what he is doing.
Accept other vaild/relevant ideas that are rooted in the selected part of the extract.
AND
Award 1 mark for the idea that Bedford is:
worried/doing nothing/trying to avoid Cavor/letting him get on with what he has to do/feels rather
useless.
Accept other valid/relevant ideas that are rooted in the selected part of the extract.
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Mark Scheme
Question
d

Answer/Indicative content
Award 1 mark for any of the following reasons, up to 4 marks, for example:

Marks
4

They are floating loose/there is no gravity.
They are in a spherical/round space.
There is no up or down.
There are unexpected movements/it’s difficult to control their movements.
The light is sometimes above/sometimes below them/keeps moving around.
They are moving in different directions/it’s difficult to work together/coordinate their
movements.
Accept:
quotations, paraphrases or explanations
other valid/relevant reasons that are rooted in the selected part of the extract.

Total
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